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 I think that English is one of the most difficult languages for a lot of people because 

grammar plays an important role then the Pronunciation, Stress, Rhythm, Intonation and 

very large vocabulary of words and latest trend in English is to find syllable and finding 

idioms and phrases so each and every part explain how it works in our part of life and I am 

going to explain among these following points to step ahead in future of English for that 

we have to teach them the simple present and  present continuous  and future tense  

Introducing the future Plans?   

Asking this question to the students  and ask them to use “Will” for the sentences so here 

the “Will” stands for the future by this method we are introducing the future tense too next  

ask to include them as “Going to” become a Doctor or an Engineering. So here “Going to” 

explain about present continuous. 

First Explain about tense family   

 Present 

 Past 

 Future 

 But here we going to discuss about future of English and teaching Nowadays the teaching 

of English is a book way method and giving some exercises to the students to understand 

the subject and language but the students focus only as a subject but not as a language here 
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each and every student fails to make understand them to think it in a critical way and 

analytical way then they have to suffer for a job in their future 

For this to avoid in future we can follow the rules of grammar in a story method asking 

them to  write their daily activities or showing some funny videos how to tackle the 

situation by using future tense following  

 Prediction stands for about the future Example: I will meet you tomorrow 

  Intention stands plan for the future Example I’m going to become a Doctor 

 Arrangements is a plan for the future that you have already decided Example :I’m    

meeting my mother at airport tomorrow 

The future of English language teaching can be in internet, smart class, projector mode, 

and for relaxation class method we can use flash card, jumbled sentence, puzzles, quizzes 

etc. 

Internet it can be accessible in class room for this each and every student need a laptop and 

they can follow the website address for their reference and they can be update their 

knowledge 

Smart class method for this the class room should be well equipped by having a audio 

visual type by explaining to understand the concept  

Projector mode it can be relate with laptop to show the points of the subject and to have a 

gist among the students 

Flash card this can be an activity for brushing their mind and enjoyment of studies 

Jumbled sentence this requires a mind concept to arrange it in an order and step by step 

process 

Puzzles which is an another activity for relaxation   

Quiz asking students among current affairs and how to deal the matter 
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This is the figure is a game board to play English as a easy language. 

Story telling method can be an activity ask the students to narrate a story which they read 

or heard and narrate in the class by using their tense to understand how to explain matter 

and how to share the secretes and it explain how to expose our thoughts. 

 In future, there will be no chalk and talk method it will be a smart class room method by 

using a marker or giving a power point presentation etc in will depend on the purpose of 

technology or the students need to carry only.  

 Tab phone 

 I-phone 

 Pen-drive 

 Laptop 

 Students need to interact among staffs then only they can improve the language there 

should be a doubt section for the students in future classes it helps through their life because  

when they reach a interview section they have to prepare a resume so this they need a 

pattern and a special line for Objective, or Aim  

Next their educational qualification, Additional qualification, project done, and etc should 

be added to their resume 

Next interview section what the world can be advance but still there is a fear in English to 

communicate by people and written aptitude test too here most of the members fail in this 
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situation then only they will realize the English purpose for this only in most of the colleges 

there is a training section but students show less interest to train themselves in co-curricular 

activities  

There should be awareness among their future and life then only they can step ahead we 

can narrate an inspiring story to them to understand better English. 

                    How I learned English 

This story is taken from website which I am Narrate to the students. 

My full name is Michal Ryszard Wojcik. I live in Poland and Polish is my native language. 

I am a mathematician and an enthusiast of English. I learned English very well and now I 

want to share my experience with other people. 

I had my first contact with English when I was six. My dad inspired me to listen to The 

Beatles. I listened to them every day for the next seven years. In the beginning I could 

understand nothing of what they were singing. But soon I started to understand individual 

words, especially the ones which appeared in the titles. 

Later I got a book with the words of all the songs. I read the book many times. I learned 

many songs by heart. I sang the songs to myself. Still, I understood very little of the 

meaning. It became my dream to learn English so well that I could understand The Beatles. 

So The Beatles were my first motivation. That is how I started my way toward English. 

Today, I can understand The Beatles very clearly. Each time I hear a Beatles song, I am 

delighted and proud because I have made my childhood dream come true. I listen to many 

rock bands, all in English, and I listen every day, sometimes for over seven hours a day. I 

am constantly aware of my success with English because I can understand the lyrics of the 

songs I listen to. And that gives me pleasure and satisfaction for many hours every day. 

When I was 13 years old, I started reading science fiction books. I read in Polish. The books 

were all American. I could not read the original versions because I did not know English 

so well. As I read in Polish, I was more and more eager to read the books in English. 
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Somehow I felt that in English the books will be even more interesting and reading will be 

more exciting. I finally decided that I wanted to read books in English. This decision guided 

me for many years. 

I learned every new English word that I met. With each new word I felt closer to my goal. 

With each word I felt that my reading ability was increasing. Each word added to my sense 

of power. 

At some point I read my first whole book in English and I understood it. That moment was 

a breakthrough in my life. I knew that I had broken a barrier, gotten into a new world. I 

found that reading is much more exciting in English. When I read in English, I have not 

only the pleasure of reading, but also the pleasure of using English and the pleasure of 

learning English. For the last four years I have read books only in English, with very few 

exceptions. 

I have read many pop-science books in English. Some of them are still not available in 

Polish. My knowledge of English allowed me to get in touch with the current state of 

evolutionary theory and cognitive science of the mind. Without English, I would not have 

read the books because there are no Polish translations of them. When I learned English 

well enough to read pop-science books, I discovered that English is a very important tool 

for learning science. 

Currently I study mathematics. Most of the books I use are in English. In fact, most of the 

books in my math institute's library are in English. I discovered that my knowledge of 

English is very important for my learning mathematics. Without English I would be limited 

to the few books which are in Polish, and there are really few of them. Over a year ago I 

decided to use English only in mathematical notes. I read and write math materials in 

English, like most professional mathematicians. I have become part of the international 

mathematical community. I can read math materials on the Internet and I can publish my 

own materials, with no language barriers. I feel free! 

English has given me so much satisfaction and pleasure and also I find it so useful in my 

scientific pursuit that I decided to share my methods and my experience with other people. 
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On Antimoon, I try to help people to learn English with pleasure. I know that it is 

possible to derive satisfaction from the process of learning English and I want to share it 

with others. 

So we can narrate an inspiring thought among future English and by this method will 

encourage them to learn on their own. Starting with technology in the classroom not only 

speeds up learning but also takes the students’ understanding of concepts to a different 

level. 

The children are very excited to learn lessons on tablets. With technology, they are able to 

understand the subjects and concepts to a different level. So teachers can focus on 

sharpening skills and pay individual attention to students they can refer to online dictionary 

immediately for their reference  

The school introduced tablet based learning three months ago through ‘Learn English 

Kids’, a Programmer of British Council, which produces the content, and the curriculum 

company (TCC), which designs the software and provides tablets to schools. 

Six more schools in Chennai have tied up with these organizations, the tablet which costs 

between Rs 7,000 and 10,000. 

I-phone which is equal to tab phone have all the purpose to understand the concept easily 

and easy to carry for students they can use as user friendly. 

Pen-Drive which is called as a chip is used to store information and it helps to present a 

paper, personal details, photos, important documents storing and it has a capacity called 

GB (Giga byte) and MB (Mega byte). 

Lap top which can carry anywhere at any time and it can be access with internet or without 

internet but it is useful to store more information. 

When schools introduced technology to the classroom many teachers thought it would 

lighten their workload. Little did they realize that it would lead to complete change in how 
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they approached their work and require them to go back to the classroom to adapt to new 

ways of teaching and learning. 

 

When blackboards were eclipsed by overhead projectors and books made way for tablets, 

the teacher was expected to transform into a facilitator. The transformation has happened 

in some schools, but only in the presence of certain catalysis. 

Some teachers look forward to bringing such changes into the classroom, but there is no 

time to give the teachers the training they need to adapt to the change. 

Academics said many teachers don’t face up the challenge because of fear of failure. But 

failure is a part of learning process. 

However some principals say they would continue with old school method until they are 

sure the idea is worth the effort.” We need to think twice before introducing the 

system.”The teacher will control all the tablets using a laptop; she will get a notification 

and will be able to bring him back to the lesson. 

Students love tablets because it lightens the school bag. I don’t have to carry all my books 

to school because my lessons are on the tab. If I don’t know the word, I refer to an online 

dictionary immediately. This will help me to improve my efficient. 

What are the tasks faces by Teachers to teach English 
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This figure shows the challenge to face English in future if we omit the advance technology. 

 

 

By these basic grammar will help for future. In future English will be in first place because 

by the advance technology and it will be in the hand of every People. For example 

introducing authentic material 
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Authentic materials means teaching with daily events like newspaper heading, magazines 

and ask them to cut the headline and pictures and ask them to write a creative line this is 

called authentic material which help us to develop the vocabulary. 

Practice makes a man perfect so today practice makes you perfect when an opportunity 

knocks the door only once so start for the future today itself. 

We can give worksheets and flash cards for classroom activities so the children can expose 

the talent in many other way too. So teacher is a back bone of each and every student 

without a teacher he or she can’t understand the concept or language. 

 In future online tutor is famous among students who have lack of time to study are 

pursuing by online method but there is a question like it give benefit or not?  But there is 

to a teacher to teach in online and exams are too conducting  in online too it shows a person 

can attain a degree in online too  and the distance education will be banned in future 

because nowadays it gives a second position in future it will be as a degrade. 

The English words are all borrowed from other languages only but even it as called as 

international language but still people are poor to understand English language and English 

is called as an official language here I need to mention another thing Hindi is also called 

national language and official in both north and south the homeland Hindi is north but it is 
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spoken widely in all urban centre. In southern states of parts where people speak many 

different language that are not much related to Hindi. 

The historical background of India has never used English for everyday usage this matter 

kept as a back for delaying matter this will be ban in future by the hands of English teachers. 

So we have to give a equivalent place to English as a International language and it has 

spread slowly as a tortoise how a good matter will spread slow it is a fact like that only 

English has a slow process to spread in our blood. 

We can give awareness among Tamil medium students to bring forward as a language by 

communication or paper reading and short story reading to improve the skills. 

In ancient days there is a Guru Kulum each and every student to stay back with their guru 

and study .Nowadays guru are going to seek them to develop them in a good manner like 

example home tuition. 

Giving clues to develop English for students: 

 By drawing arrows to represent tense 

 Indicating some words for articles 

 Placing some pictures for preposition 

 Having a dictionary 

 Improve your vocabulary 

 Communicate among people with stories 

 Giving developing hint exercise 

 Word building 

 Cross word 

 Jumbled sentence 

 Choosing a course to develop 

 Developing hints 

The future English is focus upon the career for professional and recruitment in the work 

place so English stand for a communication process  
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 English is also called as a global language and it expands throughout the world the 

important thing to remember is “A language becomes an international language for one 

chief reason the political power of the people especially their military power.” 

English is used as a Web language and called as WWW World Wide Web language English 

is very difficult language to learn, even for its native speakers. But the World Wide Web 

has already picked up the use of English. 

The future of English language teaching: more students, taking more exams and using more 

technology English Teaching Professional magazine has published results of a survey of 

teachers in over 110 countries on their opinions on the future of English language teaching. 

Sixty-six percent of teachers thought there would be an increase in the importance of 

English as a global language over the next ten years and over 80 percent thought that the 

numbers of students would increase accordingly. 

Almost all the teachers thought students would want an English qualification as a result of 

their studies-either in general English or in a specialist English subject. 

 

Ninety percent of teachers believe technology and the Internet will grow increasingly 

important in the classroom. The message for schools seems clear: gear up for exam classes 

and make sure you are up to date with technology- based resources! 

 It was said by Patricia Dean. 

Technology should help us to grow and not to destroy our life this a proverb which explain 

about the new process will be give inspiring thought to students and staffs. 

If the parents are educated with the new tech they can come forward to teach their guard 

by this they can’t escape from their parents and are eligible to face the world in a proud 

manner. 

Innovative method of teaching in future classes: 

Seeking information 

Gathering materials 
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Group discussion 

Re-cap 

 

Seeking information: 

Generally the students are asked to seek information regarding the topic because they can 

have an idea of what it is? Then they can understand by listening to lectures and taking a 

gist of it makes their brain to refresh and make them they are ready to act on their work 

and keen to themselves it gives a positive aspect among them. 

Gathering materials: 

It makes them to read a lot to improve them in bi-lingual method which explains them to 

read and understand the concept so they will gather more and more information from book, 

article internet and newspaper. 

Group discussion: 

This helps to share information by others for each and every class a group discussion should 

be present. 

Recap: 

 This section makes clear the doubts to the students so these kinds of steps will be forehead 

for the future of English and teaching. 
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